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by 

Nicholas   A.H.   stacey 

Managing Director,   che.ham Amalgamations  S  Investments  Limited, London. 

*a)     -Thf. present  structure t>f_lndustr^î 

The   first major wave of mergers  in  the United  Kingdom took place 
around the   1890s,   the second  in the  late  1920s,   and early 1930s 
and the last merger wave,  which i3   far fron» being spent,  startud 
in earnest in the «id-1950..       The   first wave  of merge«  led to a 

degree of concentration,  the  second to a measure of  rationalisation, 
particularly in basic and old-established industri««,  such as steel, 
coal,  cotton and shipbuilding.      The third wave brought about 
further concentration in selected sectors of manufacturing and 

distribution,  it  also aided the development of  the   »congloaiarate' 
and it was  instrumental  in restructuring  industry in  the United 
Kingdom. 

The causes of the current thrust  fur awrger« are »uisarous.      The 
introduction of mass production W«9  followed by  the nead for mast 
distribution,  and,  subsequently,  by the Amend  for mass  finance - 
hence no sector of the economy has escaped pressure  for a measure of 
concentration.       *lso,   there have been  too mmny companies making or 
marketing too wide a range of products.       while competition - hence 
concentration by »erger - has played . part ln  rtldllcln«, thm niaBbtr 

of firms,  defensive strategies have  sometimes,   too,   lead t© mergers, 
and,  more recently,  so has the desire for diversification resulting 
in the birth of the conglomerate.       The process, of  fragmentation of 
industry has been largely arrested  in the matur« economy of the 

United Kingdom.-  certainly m  a number of significant aeetora. 
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United Kingdom industry  has become markedly more concentrated since 
the  second world war;     nonetheless,   few   large  individual   firms 

dominate any given   sector - except   for A handful,   and mainly in 
strategic industrie?;     b\:\   M:c  import an<*<? of  large companiea  in many 

industries ..as grown  - both as    uppliers of goods to the market  and 

as employers of  labour  and of capital. 
(b>     Changes in  industry st-xucmre daring the past ten years« 

The structure of United Kingdom industry has changed significantly 
during the past twenty years.      Small  firms - employing 200 people, 
or less - accounted  for 94 per cent of all firms in manufacturing 
in 1963, but they employed only 20 per cent of the labour force? 
hence € per cent of  the  firms employed 80 per cent.      In retailing - 
traditionally the  small man's business   (i.e.   firms with a turnover 
of £50,000 per annum,   or less)  - small  firms  accounted for 96 per 
cent of all firms,   and  for 49 per cent of all employment.      Henoe, 
fragmentation In retailing is greater than in manufacturing. (Feble 3) 

In sons industries  concentration is significant inasmuch as the 
three largest firms  account for ever '50 per cent of the output ©f the 
appropriate branch of  industry.      Amcng the more important of such 
Industries are men-made fibres, mineral oil refining,  tobacco,  sugar 
refining, dyes tuffs,  margarine, detergents,  cement, steel tubes, 
watches and clocks,   asbestos, cables and wires, electrical machinery 

motor eye le-i,  vegetable and ani tal oils and fa's. 

In certain other industries,  such as dress manufacture and lingerie, 
housebuilding and construction,  timber merchanting,  household 
textiles, printing and publishing,   furniture, hosiery and knitted 
goods,  and in women s *  wear,  the degree of concentration, while 
growing, is unlikely to be significant since the combined output of 
the three largest firms in the industry accounts for less then 
15 per cent of the business - in many Instances very much less. 
(Taule 2).     (While  the Census of Manufacturing figures in Table I 
refer to 19S1 and  1958,  there is no reason to suppose that the 
pattern has changed radically in the Census of 1963.) 

It can be argued that,  in those trades and industries where the 
price of entry is high - where research is vital, productive 
equipment expensive  and manpower needs call for special skills - 
a higher degree of  concentration will oe found;    per contra, where 
the price of entry  is  low - as in the manufacture of dresses or in 
basket making,   for  instance - wl»ere the skills needed are easily 
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acquired,   fashion element high,   and machinery easily obtainable 
on hire -   fragraentation is   likely  to be. high. 

The decade of  the  1960s, has witnessed significant concentrations 
in a number of  Industries  - both manufacturing and distributive. 
In manufacturing,  perhaps  the most significant was in electrical 
manufacturing,   where only one major  firm now exists -  the General 
Electric-English Electric Company -  as  against three majors  until 
the late  1960s  - Associated Electrical Industries,  English Electric, 
and General Electric.      In the manufacture of nuclear reactors,  the' 
number of consortia capable of supplying a complete nuclear power 
station - embracing electrical,  mechanical and civil engineering 
•kills and capabilities - has been reduced from five in the  1950s 
to practically one by the  1970s.       Significant concentration in 
structure has similarly taken place in shipbuilding, textile 
machinery, machine tools,  ball bearings, scientific instruments, 
joint stock  (deposit)  banking,  and most branches of retailing - 
particularly in shoes, chemists'  sundries and  food.      The force of 
the multiples has increased their share of the retail trade  from 
24 per cent in  1957 and 32 per cent in 1966  to an estimated 40 per 
cent forecast by 1975.      Almost all the diminution in trade was 
suffered by the independent - invariably small - trader. 
ící    8P9«<* and direction of reorganisation. 

The number of mergers in the united Kingdom has steadily rieen since 
published statistics have been available to chart their progress. 
Table 3 shows their steady increase in numbers and in value - with 
1966 having been a bumper year when their value has rocketed to 
£ml.946.       The highest number -1,000- was reached in 1965,  the year 
the Mergers and Monopolies Act was implemented. 

Though the greater majority of acquisitions have bean,  and continue 
for the present,  independent companies, not all acquisitions denote 
the loss of independence of one of the parties to the deal.       It 
•hould be noted that during the past five years,  there has been a 
perceptible trend in the sale of subsidiaries by one poblic company 
to another,      These causes may be attributable to shortage of funds, 
change of main emphasis in the activity of the firm (e.g.   concentra- 
tion on hydraulic engineering,  hence selling electrical engineering 
•ubaidiariea),  desire for concentration,  lack of management in a 
subsidiary, expense of diversified research,  etc.      Table  4 shows 
the rising tide of selling of subsidiaries - whose number  increased 

I 



troni  IO?   in   L'i?-9   •.::  2*-\   in   19 71. 

The   type  of ¡nerqer  or   acqui sit inn which  best  serves  the   a imi»  of 
concentration   is  the  horizontal   merger;      :!v*t  is  when   two companies 

manufacturing or Mrketii.tj   xcuyr.lv   tu«   sarric.   ..ypc  of  products  or 
services;  combine  forces.        In   • : <>.  •wrim vears  of  the  present 
merger movement in   the   19503  and early   1960s,   probably   the majority 
of ali mergers wore  of   the  hori/,oj¡ta L   variety.       Records of mergers 
classified by type  have  been analysed  by the Monopolies Commission, 
but  these only included   a  survey  of   771 mcrqera   -  baser! on  the 
2,024 companies analysed   for the years   1958 to  1968,   and only of 
companies   (a)  with net  assets of  Em0.5  and over  at. the  beginning of 
1961,   and   (b)     engaged principali/  in   the United Kingdom and had a 
quotation at the beginning of 196i on   a federated Stock Exchange. 
Their research,  set out  in Table 5,   indicates that while in the 
period  1958/1960 some 6 2  per cent of   all  companies merged - taking 
manufacturing and distribution ~ were  of the horizontal variety, 
this percentage was  reduced to 51  per  cent by 1968.       In manufactur- 
ing alone,  the ratio of horizontal mergers to vertical mergers has 
always been higher than  in distribution and service industries. 

The research work of  the Monopolies  Commission on the  sample of 
771 mergers has also   included an analysis of concentration in a 
number of industries.       Their report  shows that:     "The largest 
reductions in the numbers of companies were in textiles   (88) , 
drink   (05), non-electrical engiaeering   (82), wholesale distribution 
(71),  electrical engineering  (47),   retail distribution   (47)   and 
food   (46).      The  largest  reductions   as percentages of the number of 
companies in classifications at the  end of 1957 were drink  (63 per 
cent),   food   (54 per cent) ,  chemicals   (45 per cent),  vehicles   (44 per 
cent),  bricks, etc.,  etc.,   (43 per cent),  electrical engineering 
(42 per cent)  and textiles   (41 per cent).      Of the 2,024 companies 
in the population at  the end of  1957,   771   (38 per cent of the 
original figure)  had ceased to exist as  independent trading 
organisations by the end of 1968.       In the manufacturing sector, 
600 companies   (40 per cent of the number at the end of 1957)  were 
merged;     in the distributive and service industries,   171 companies 
(33 per cent of the number at the end of 1957)  were merged.B   (1) 

(1)     A Survey of Mergers,  a paper prepared by the Staff of the 
Monopolies Commission Department of Trade and Industry, 
HMSO,  London   1970.   p. 4 



Attenti• .Jhould h>,. àu :r~ lo Ino <tn,t. nowcvr- , -..,,< ¡,ai:, v^-oo.^^' 
Commit: s i ou's samplo «v-ij bosed uà ¿,o*»4 ,vr1,!,..Cs a. tht: era ci mv 
and  that  no  attention  has   bvan paid   te   cu^r-jn:.^  which   .-.;ouid Hi Vi 
1   ¿w-  ,-.       -,.!,!,-. ,ecn   aodeii   to  ,;ù„   :^;.L¡^   cvw   tí..-  y«-f<¡^   •    na^Jy   i.MC-«f   vliosi-;   ni: 

ih¡.; assets   increased beyond   £mü.b  during  trie   ton  v*ar  <>-tiod   to   '•)> 
Had  the  potential new  outrant« qualified   for  amission   into  tí» La 
sampJe,   there  Is  little  doubt that   lht:it   number would net have been 
reduced  from 2,024 in   1957  to i,¿53  by  the end of   I9t>8.       Their 
number would be considerably higher  despite  the   771 mergers which 
have  taken  place   in  this particular  sample of companies;     how much 
higher must remain a conjecture. 

| This observation about the  continuing rise in numbers ot  substantial 
j companies   -  in this case   to meet the asset test of EO.Sro - should 
I be considered as more than  just of passing importance.       The number 
* of private  companies  fioted on the market each year  to become public 

companies  totalled 1,619   <D   between  1958 and  1967,   as against the 
lr253 being acquired,   in   the corresponding period.       Hence the 
stock of substantial firmo  continues  to grow,   and,   therefore,   in 

certain branches of industry,  the process of concentration  is likely 
J to alow down,  and in others it may even  fragment!      However,  this 
| is not a serious hazard, 

| On« further feature impacting on réorganisation of industry Is the 
I occasional decline of substantial,  sometimes of giant,  companies: 
j such  firms  sometimes go insolvent or bankrupt;    but, more usually, 

they are  acquired,  often by smaller  firms with managerial excellence 
and this enables the smaller firm to become a very  large  firm much 
wore quickly.      When  a smaller firm is  injected into a large  firm 
with the owners of the smaller firm finishing up in control,  then 
a 'reverse takeover»  has  occurred. 

Finally,  an important aspect of industrial and commercial reorgan- 
isation is  the telescoping of the time-scale.       Nowadays,   it  takes a 
much shorter time to start a new firm,  to run a successful company 
and to become large,  sometimes very large.      Similarly,  the 
penalties of unsuccess  are also swifter and companies can more 
quickly suffer reversals. 

^      Companies General Annual Report for 196/. Table 4,  p. 23 
Board of Trade,  HUSO,   London,   1968. 

(1)       See  also Table 9. 
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11  Indus tria 1_ repr^qn j-j^at i on ..jWäjMirvo^ü : 

{ a )  Gove rn me nt__i*e 1 win c>:.  on con.no tin ion ,.t2.,£r^ote _o f ^i cienry ; 

Succe»swc. qoveinn.onti; ¡¡uve *i: t.~r::ptcd t<.- raljc Industrial efficiency 

by encoure i.ng competition, <m<    this haH undoubtedly lead to a 

measure of concentration.  Huwcvt.¿, governments have been 

deliberately selective in thuir approach to concentration by 

encouraging .mergers ir ce) tain sectors and discouraging them in 

others.  The fragmentation of pnrts of United Kingdom industry was 

recognised by successive .governments since the end of the .second 

world war, and, in particular, r.ince the mid-1950s.  Government 

measures fron» time to time have endeavoured to arrest this 

fragmentation. 

Between the two world wars, United Kingdom industry enjoyed 

substantial tariff protection in the domestic markets, and some 

degree of preferential treatment in overseas Commonwealth markets. 

As Commonwealth preferences waned, and as an  effect of the GATT, 

tariff reductions were carried out in industrial countries to 

promote world trade, the increasing competitiveness of British 

industry became a matter for survival. 

The liberalisation of imports is a powerful weapon in exposing the 

weaknesses of industry.  In the machine tool industry It has shown 

that, while Britain exports bulk, it Imports refinement.  The 

unit value >f bulk, i.e. simpl» machine tools, is comparatively 

low, and the unit value of sophisticated machine tools is high. 

In the electrical industry, the threat of importing large power 

transformers (from Canada, for instance) for use in a nationalised 

industry has been a sobering thought, and so has, more recently, 

the actual placing of certain orders for telephone equipment abroad 

for the British Post Office - a  public corporation. 

The need to export, and to withstand overseas competition has 

undoubtedly assisted in the reorganisation of industry - and this 

can best be seen in the waves of concentration which have taken 

place, inter alia, in the motor car industry.  Apart from specialist 

motor car makers, manufacturing in low volume for a specialist market 

of affecionados, even the two leaders of motor manufacture in the 

United Kingdom in the 1960s - two large firms, Leyland Motors and 

British Motor Corporation - had to merge in 1968.  While the motor 



industry   is   the   United  Kingdom'.-:   largest,  ap-ranu  :ilíí.ijr,.      l!l. 
reornao. iî;at.ion  oí   f-to   l^iw-'r    i,   •-.,..,..;..•....,    , 

•••   " ••í '   ••••   *-*•   ï-r^...-.-;   no.   CV*;ì   v•".•-.        ;'IK« 

need   for  ^structuring  tho  taotor   jndwfvy  ^   r   r-^r- •.•,«•   •   r • -.,; 
upon  the   industry,   p-vrtly  by   tho   rcr»ñsi":-   -o  o.P-,;i-,   :,«  v:<1 ¡   ,,.:, 

to proteot   its hon»  market whero   1 o,,.! Am- ,'v.i.v.,   nxducer«  -   cr.unled 

t1-? le  nere' leu A with  a  rising tide o.i   importas  -•   have prove 
competitors. 

The United Kingdom's eventual  accession   to tre  European  Common 

Market has  been  considered  inevitable by successive government«?, 
and preparations   for  that eventuality had to   ta>e  into account  the 
general  level of  competitiveness  of British   industry.       While in 
the European Free Trade Area -   that  half-way  house between complete 
independence and the membership of  the European Economic Community  - 
British industry *as by far the most dominant entity;     in the new 
scheme of things, when the United  Kingdom enters   the Common Market 
in January,   19 73,   this will no longer be the  case. 

The success  of the GATT,  the rise  of Japan,   the growing competition 
by countries both fro* East and West, have alerted United Kingdom 
industrialists to the need for restructuring  their industries  for 
added competitiveness.       This process oi restructuring has been 
given impetus in the United Kingdom, mora by  the government's 
favourable  attitude to mergers  than by  its  actual   fiats.       By the 

late  1950s  governments  began to  look with favour  upon reconstruction 
by merjers. » 

(b)    Government reliance, on private initiative, to improve Industry 
structure! * 

In addition to the external forces  impinging  upon industry  and 

channeling changes  towards  reorganisation and  reconstruction,   there 
Is,  too,   the private initiative  of  industrialista  to hasten   this 
change,   and,   similarly,  the professional advisers  of industry 

recommending and supporting reorganisation in   anticipation of change. 

The restructuring of industry under private auspices • that   la on 
the initiative of the participants,  who are directors of companies, 
or upon the  initiative of advisers   to companies,   the bankers   and 

the brokers  - is  a voluntary act.        Reconstructing under such 
conditions may contain  an element  of the national   interest,  but 

this contribution must be consider«/:  as  a by-product of entrepeneurs' 
anticipations of gain through   'bettor business•.       The motivating 
forces  for mergers or  acquisition a   are varied,-     the enlargement off 
a business,   the achievement of  greater competitiveness,   attempts at 
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reduction  of comp«? t. i t.l un,   opportunities   lor establishing new 

markets,   increase  in   th« volume oí production,  with a corresponding 

reduction  o* costs,   hence,   possibly,   of prices  -  these «re  all 
potentially  irrpoiUint   cony i darà ¡J .on s.       All  these objectives  are 
worthy and   'an serve  t:he purpos  s of  the   'economic good';     however, 

all these  objectivât»   <u¿  i.- re- i'.ty  only means   to an end.       The 
•nd result for the  industrialist must be,   in some measure,   an 
Increase  in profitability of the merged enterprises,  or a degree of 
added stability of business,  or halving the financial deterioration 

Of the companies by  means of rationalisation. 

tilth these objectives of  'betterment '   in view,   there is little 
doubt that mergers and acquisitions have beco«» important adjuncts 
of business expansion by external means.       This  fact is brought out 
in relief  in Table  3  by the merger statistica which reveal  that 
while the value of mergers was  around the £tnl3G average annual, 
between 1954 and 1958,  this rose to  about Em900    between  1969-1971. 
Businessmen have always acquired other men's businesses,   and this 
tendency has been encouraged and reinforced from time to time by 
government support.       On account of  the ever-growing ramifications 
of business enterprise and of the complicated processes of taking 
them over,  numerous  skills have deva loped over the past fifty years 
or so,  the use of which help to make company marriages more 

successful. 

Even if the industrialist himsc   f seeks out hi    likely potential 
partner,  he may not wish or is not sufficiently experienced himself 
to negotiate a proposed acquisition and is likely to call  in an 
intermediary - a banker or broker -  to help him.      Then,  there is 
the verification of  the chosen company's  financial position, which 
is the task of the reporting accountants,  and when,  finally, a price 
has been agreed,  the assets =na profit verified, then the specialised 
Skills of the corporation lawyers are called in to draw up the legal 
contract for transfer of ownership.      All these professionals play 
an important role as specialist advisers. 

fhe role of the merchant banks has been,   and remains,  important in 
mergers - particularly in the case of public companies   (that is, 
companies whose shares are quoted on the  Stock Exchanges) ,   and 
even more  so when  t.He public company bxu  for decides to oppose the 
bidder company.       The merchant, banks havo the mechanism for dealing 
with contested bids  and,   invar-ably,  both the  attacking and the 
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defending  companies   appoint,  the • r  <,,/n   *r,i-n,   linking   .„îvi.s.-a 
A  contested  irery«r.   is   cUJea   i   'i^^.-  , v»      ..„.» ,„ '.. 
such  a bj'i   is  sufot-ss i n i   ri«!_, H^   ,,T. ..~ L1  f-M-*'^r:   au,-   w   conn.ma M,,,   O1   fche   assîdu)tu 

of  the  bidding   compar-v'•*   î-.oard   r.j-   di>c-.   • ,   *    4 - J-    ' <=*••••"•---   .'••.••^•,:.';d  ay   the   skills 
Oi.   its  merchant  ban Vina  adviser. 

There   is   a   iarqä,   ,mu   .-rowing,   number  or  mercnant  ban,,  operating 

in the United Kingdom -  both in London  and   in  the provinces.     Some 

of  the merchant  bank,   navo   * veli-estahllshej  reputation   for the 

successful handling of  contested,   and  also of  uncontested mergers. 

It  should  be noted  that when merchant  banks   handle merger 

negotiations,   the company bid  for nan been  usually chosen by the 

bidding industrialist,   who  instructs  the raerchant bank  to act  for 

him.       Merchant banks   sometimes  also endeavour  to suggest possible 

merger combination,   to their clients,  but   this  ismt In the main- 
stream of  their activities. 

Little  is  known  about   the propensity of the  mint  stock banks' 

advisory role  in the  encouragement of mergers  and acquisitions 

in the United Kingdom       Joint  stock banks  have,   hitherto,  not 

generally indulged in   the activities of the .«erchant banks - though 

one or two of  them have established merchant banking subsidiaries 
or have forged associations with   them. 

Perhaps  it  is appropriate to mention that  joint  stock   (deposit» 

banks   in the united Kingdom do not,   as a rule,   lend long-term to 

industry.       Short and medium-term  loans have he«r.  the  staple 

business  of these financial  institutions.       Hence,   to successfully 

nount  an acquisition by raising the necessary monies -  if the 

purchase is  for cash,   or there is,   as  there must be,  a cash 

alternative  to shares  offered -  the  joint stock  hanks   (in the past 

at least)   could only  provide temporary accommodation to the bidder 

l>y way of bridging finance,   a facility which merchant banks  also 
provide. 

I : is   in respect of  the strength of  ties between  bank and customer 

that  the rele of  the  joint stock  banks  in the United Kingdom is so 

afferent  from those   in  the  rest of Europe.       On  the Continent, 

joint   stock  deposit banks,   *s well  as banque d'affairs,   have 

substantial   stakes in many industrial  and commercial companies - 

Hence  the more  intimate  and more  permanent nexus  between  the banks 

and industry.       Companies with such  associations  cannot  easily 

manoeuvre on the merger or acquisition  front without the 

complaisance of  their  banks.       Because banks,   as   a  rule  are 
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con servativi   in?. Li to. fi on s,   this  ni, «y  b^   a   toq i cai  reason why  the 
rate  of merger»   in  Europe- P.PS  been  :••;   much   lower  than  in  Anglo- 
Saxon  countries.        This  point ••'ili   he   appreciated better when   it 
is  realiseJ   that,   while   in   the  United  Kingdom  alone,   the  number  of | 
mergers   totaled   7, 5 ?r. H '* !,:.tw, -,-;   ]Q^I   -..iri   ^<;<\   thG  number  for f 

l 
the same period was  onl.«  3,1?V-'   takin-7 all   t.io mergers  in all the        ì 

I 
countries  of the  European Economic Community. 

Thus,   the role ci   the merchant banks   In  the United Kingdom Is 
important when one  public company  acquires  another,  or when  a 
private company is  acquired,   and also when the acquiring company 
requires  financial  support and also financial  advice.      However, 
the  forte'of the merchant banks  lies  in contested bids,  and here, 
of course,  solely  public companies  are  involved.       (Contested bids 
are only possible between public companies).       There can be no 
contest when a public company wants to acquire a private company, 
since the shares  of  a private company, are not quoted on the Stock 
Exchange, but are held by the  founder,  his wife,  and, perhaps, 
family,  or a few  other shareholders.       Hence,   the acquisition of a 
private company hinges upon the peaceful  agreement of the share- 
holders to sell  to another  (usually,  but not always,  a public company) 

The great majority of  the acquisitions  in  the  United Kingdom have 
been,   and continue  to be,  private companies.       While public  company 
acquisitions,   as   a percentage of all  acquisitions,   accounted  for 
23 p«r cent in  1957,   declining  to only  3 per   cent in 1965,   they 
again rose  to nearly   17 per ccr.v  in  196S -  a  special year as  it 
included several   substantial bank mergers.       In terms of 
percentage of the  total - during   the period -  rising from a  low of 
42 per cent in 1956  to a high of  84 oer cent  in 1968 - in that 
exceptional year,   but the average would be nearer 70 per cent.(3) 

Peaceful mergers   and acquisitions have been important among 
public companies,   but they are axiomatic between a public and a 
private company?     while no statistical documentation appears to 
be available on   this  important aspect of  'company marriages*,   it 
may well be accurate  to assume that,  perhaps,   between 90 per cent 
to 95 per cent  of   all merger  activity   in   the United Kingdom is 

(1)     See table   3. 

*2)  Opera Mundi, Commission of EEC, in memorandum on industrial 
policy, March, 1970 

(3)  Based on detailed merger statistics compiled by the Department 
of Trade ana Industry, London» but discontinued since .1969. 
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is,    in fact, pactfjc - and j-ot -..•-.•.•i testai.   M-:,e .,...,, ¡. , .. _. .,. 

of agreed, pe^cef,.i r-.t^-rs. 

Peaceful  company get   together*   are  the   che-en  spht-o   for   : he 

activLUec   of   t.hc profesional :.vn:P|-   -,-.  >K--; •n!„.,.,   ;  '--   •"•-•• '.vi.-    i-,   u.„    spot' if i f 
qUalUl"tion   t0r a ••^ l~•*«*  •'  >«   '•"•"Y   ^   -   hvuvld^L.   ,   firm 
Of   lawyer,,   account.au  or  bank,.-;:»,   or,   -uiced,   a  spr-ciaüst-   firm 

dedicated solely  to  the  broking  ci Ärgers   cf  companies.       in  recent 

years,   merger broking has become .-*-.„  professional  m  the United 

Kingdom and specialist merger broking  firm« have been  established 

The business of  these   firms  is exclusively  the promotion of 

peaceful and planned mergers,   and their «kill   i3  ftndina the right 

partners  for firms   in  manufacturing and  in  the distributive and 

service industries.       unlike some other adviser«  to companies, 

professional merger brokers  concentrate exclusively on merger work. 

Merger brokers develop Ideas  for a get together between two 

companies,-     their main  task,  however,   is   to find a partner for a 

company wishing to acquire,  or to find a buyer for a vendor firm 

whose owner wishes to sell.      By far the greater part of the 

broker's work is  to find sellers,  as,   invariably,  buyers heavily 

outnumber sellers.       On having been instructed by a company to 

acquire a specific firm,   it must be assumed that the professional 

merger broker h<*3 previously discussed the requirements of his 

client in some detail  and that the broker agrees with his client's 

ideas about a specific  type of acquisition.      The importance of 

a well prepared and argued out acquisition brief cannot be 

exaggerated,  since a broker's reputation depends upon finding the 
right acquisition. 

Merger brokers are not concerned with the accountancy examination 

of the vendor,  or with  the legal  issues  involved;     their domain is 

to  find the most appropriate partner  for their clients,  make a 

preliminary assessment  of h.U suitability,   help in the negotiations 

and  assist in the determination of the price.       Knowing the problems 

and aspirations of both parties,   the broker's task  is to bring 
them together under optimum conditions. 

The  most taxing taak  of   the merger broker  1S  to flnd 9 aultab3e 

acquisition candidate.       The search to find sud. a candidate may 

take  a  long time.       As   an example,   in  the  caso of one merger broker, 

every year sore  4,000  firms  are contacted,   about  1,000 are visited 

by   the broker's directors  or executives,   perhaps as many »z  400 



companies   aro   .-¿jr-uviried   in   v,-~^":,   dei.'.-,   i\v ,   ;-r.   tro-  ood  of  the year, 
the number  of   conpnrue.F   ncyoUatcc,  or mmedl  -   for  buying  clients 
at home   or  abroad  -   !.:->   u.n I.ik'.•'.;•  t"   exceed  2 8 or   LÍO.        What  should 
not be   un., «.-.ici   J ,H  that,   at   «nv   i .ime   n-.irino   tot   v««r,   tre  number 
of mergers     nd acquisitions  ne g  ti attui  b>   the . »me   firn of brokers 
never falls   under 2..Ü,   sometimes ov*»r 3ut) - but both  the rate of 
wastage  and   the  rate of now  candid«r:_'¿  coming   fcrward beir.'i quite 
high. 

What are  the  reasons  ior  one;  company wanting to acquire  another, 
and fox   a company wishing to  find a partner?      Official   'finding«* 
are woefully  inadequate  in publishing the  reasons why one  tir» 
would want  to acquire another,   or why  a  firm wants  to sell out. 
Admittedly,   it  is a difficult,  statistic to collect  and assemble 
In a recent  study of sciali  firms   {table  6),   the highest  percentage 
of firms  sewking to be  acquired was. due  to  'tinanelai  failure', 
and the second highest was   'problems of  succession'   -  that  is, 
the founder not having anyone  to whom tu leavo  the business. 
Interestingly enough,   the   'elimination oí competition'  was not 
found as  important a cause as might have been expected.      A further 
important reason is lack of  'financial resources*   for expansion; 
then there  is  the need for acquiring  'professional   mètnagentent'   to 
supplement  the knowledge  and experience  of thy owner-manager. 

Some companies have grown  to the1« r  limits on  their own  resources, 
and any  fut .her and more  rapid    rowth necessit tes  joining up with 
another  company which is  in a position to supply special   facilities 
in marketing,   manufacture or research.       But,   in addition to 
corporate reasons,   there  can be many telling personal reasons - 
provision  for   'death duties',   the   'desire to retire',   the  'wish to 
find some  fir.n capable of managing his company and looking after 
the employées'  - why the owner oi   the  controlling shareholder of 
a company would want to be acquired 

Wien contemplating the  reasons why a company wants  to acquire 
another,   the  purpose of  the purchase muat be carefully examined. 
Does the acquiring firm want to be bigger,  does  it want to diversify, 
or want   to become  an  Industrial  holding company?       Only when  the 
acquisition objectives have,  been examined und critically discussed, 
and the   financial  capability   to buy  ruefully   assured,   can the 
would-be  acquirer begin  to  think  of buvinr; specific types and 
sizes of  firms. 
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cumpanies  only want   to •i¡  ov«-r   vh-n   tile ->r-f   ..ilinq   nr   that 
the desire  of  a fin«  te  acqui« mu*t „•ces.arlly have .«"hidden 

motives,   such  as eUn,iï,atJ.on  oí   compel í M^ -r  doairo  to buy  a 

n«w lease oC  Ule,   or  .imply  ,,,«  cies,re   for  aa«rand,sem«nt  by   th. 

owner.     Such .„epilation*  corno eaeily.   but   are  invariably 
misieadiiiq. 

There  is  little doubt  thau  the Sotted Klnqdo« han  the most 

sophisticated  „„d highly developed capitai »„rket in the world 

Any clans  of borrower can  obtain »-„my,   provided the firm la 

credit worthy,   and hau  a »uund project   in vie..       it should not he 

unsaid,   however,   that bu.ine.ee*  in the United Kingdom gyrate 

«cet of their capital  re<3 airean tu  from tneir own eavlnoe,   though 

a proportion of noney requires»^ e  are also financed by capital 
issues  and  long-term loan monies, 

Information tabulated  in T*Me  *#     >n.^ H-.«<•• w  •„•      ui    L.   , 1 a. ^   #,   jnu oae«id on »ublished sources, 
indicates  that  the «„s  of pay!Berit   ,or  ac«ui étions varlcg ^r 

a period.       The  us« oí  ordinary shares  ro»e  irorn   55 per cent of 

the expenditure un acquisitions   in  19*4  to 6C oer cent in 136$ 

When ewepenie. show or expect to show good profit«,  shams stand 

high and buying by issue oC ordirary eher**  i. preferred.       Buying 

a company  for ordinary «hare*,  is one  form of  , capital issue, 

since  it means  the enlargement of th* equity base. 

Preference shares also rank  as capital  issue«,   though these have 

beccale  unpopular in the  United Kingdom compared  to loan stock, 

•• the preference dividend  is payable by  the company from post- 

tax profits;     it is little wonder,   therefore,   that their oopularlty 

has declined  fron. 4 per  cent  r.o i per cent of  -he expenditure of 
acquisitions  between  1964   and  U»(»H. 

Long«term loans have increased  from h per cent  to 22 per cent 

during the same period.       These  loen«,  are  -.»»ally in the  form of 

secured or  unsecured notes,   an J often  the  note«  can obtain a 
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quotation on  the Stock Exchange.       Thrj duration of thfise notes  can 
be  anything  up  to  15-20 years   •-  thus,   they  offer  additional   liquidity 

to buy a company,   for Instance,  without diluting the equity capital. 

Those who wish  to have a ytake   in  the giowth  of the company acquiring 
their firms  usually opt for  a  substantial   proportion of  the purchase 
consideration buiag paid lu  oiJ;¡iuiy ¿i.^r^,   ./hile  those  looking for 
security ol   *ixed  income mav wwt-  a prooortion  -»aid  In notes or in 
cash.      Cash has enjoyed waning popularity  a3  a means of payment - 
declining from 56 per cent to   17 -jer cent  between 1964  and 1968. 
The reason is not  in any way   a  flight from money,  but a testimony 
to the efficient operation of  the capital  gains tax.       If the 
shareholders of an acquired company take cash  for their holdings 
they are immediately liable  for payment of  capital gains tax - at 
a rate of 30 per cent;    if,  however,  they  take paper - ordinary or 
preference shares,  or notes -  then payment of capital gains tax is 
deferred until the paper which they received  in exchange is sold. 
This way payment of capital gains tax can be  deferred. 

Raising monies  for acquisition through the London capital market is 
a simple exercise.      In the  same way, obtaining a public quotation 
by placing about 35 per cent of the  (newly floted)  company's shares 
with the public is also a relatively easy task.      Once a fir» has 
acquired a public quotation,   investors are ready and willing to 
subscribe to new shares,  and  thus provide additional capital for 
its expansion,   if appropriate,   for use in making acquisitions. 
Shares of already established nubile companies can also be  'placed* 
(sold) wit!   institutions such  « i pension  funds,  financial trusts, 
investaent trusts,  and insurance companies -  all of which are 
prepared to purchase a small  proportion of many compani e?.'   shares 
for their investment portfolio.      No financial institution wants to 
hold a really substantial percentage of any company's shares - 
unless a 'special relationship'  exists between them. 

For public companies the mechanism of raising money is often vl* 
merchant banks  and stockbrokers - who also  invest on behalf of 
their clients - private individuals as well  as Institutions. 
Financial institutions invest monies in private concerns too,   and 
can provide  the  funds for a private company  to take over another. 

What  facilitates  the investor's propensity  to invest in the shares of 
companies on  the United Kingdom stock Exchanges  is the existence of 
a well-developed market in securities,  whore  shares can be easily 
traded.       Hence,   there  if  usually a healthy market in the  shares of 
most quoted companies -  unlike  in the financial centres of many 

17« 
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other countries,  where   t.ne  share« o- only d  Ee*  companies ,ro dealt 

in with  any   frequency   anu  , proper  prJc,   for  >:h«  8f,.,roS   i%   therefore 
not   easily  e'stnbli;^,^-, 

"Mble   8  show«   ':v.p.  number  of  ^orUv •• M .*.,   ,„„>«-» - ' •   '   "   T!)|^'    ><¡   '  io   T.orv'nn  Stock 
échange  since   i9*4,   tí,ñr nonir.u   value  .,„d   their «arkot valuation 
at a  fixed date each year.       to  in-.erestina  feature  of  the 
information   in  the  tabi,  is  that,  while   the „umber   of  securities 
dealt  in has decline   fron 9,861  Lu   l9Si t0  8#978   ln   m2>  theJLr 

market  value  has  ri.en   ir•  5*30.503   to  C.J49.531! U> Here is an 

indication  of the   fact  that coreani es  have expanded and their shares 
have  grown   in  vaJuí;;      the  nr-VnaJ   -»,„-„.,*.  .., *w„ ^'nai   wnouìiw vi these  same  securities 
during  the  period  und«  review has  uro^   trom Cm26.653  to Em54.326  - 
by more than double, 

(d)     ^"Obstructing legal  framework. 

The most important comment to be made on the legal  framework in the 
united Kingdom about «erger, is that  it puts no obstacle, in their 
way.       The Companies Acts provide a  legal  framework  and protection 

against fraud.      A we 11-developed corps of expert corporation lawyers 
practice and  among them a high degree  of spécialisation has developed. 

TO supplement the general provisions  of the Companies Acta a City 
Working Party was  set up by the Governor of The Bank of England in 

1959 to consider good business practice  m the conduct of takeovers. 
The working party consisted of representatives'of the  accepting 
hou.es,  investment and unit trusts,   Insurance associations,  clearing 
banks,   issuing houses,   Confederation of British Industry,  pension 
funds  and the London Stock Exchange.       The City Code -  embodied in 
a published code - does not have the  force of law,  but no company 

or its advisers would want to run counter to its recommendations, 
since,   m an extreme case,   the facilities of the City would be 
withheld  from the«.       The City Code   Is  a  living body of  regulations, 
and the Panel which administers it publish*« a yearly report of its 
activities a« well as  a constantly revived rules of conduct.    While 
the Panel h*a don« good work in protecting the shareholder,  for 
instance,  voices have been  raised to endow Ih« reel's  instructions 
with more authority. 

ie)    Ad+qnacv of  accounting frameworks 

The united Kingdom is   the  cradle of modem accountancy  and the 
Professional   institutes  of  accountants - -.,»• as the  institutes of 

(1>     Em25?23TJritiea  *"  *overnn**<:   »**** «*th  a value of 
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iawyers   and  other pre fes siena J.  badie:-;   -   insLrt  ori  hiqh  professional 

standards.       Apart   Irom  cío statutory  accounting provisions of the 
Companies  Acts,   che   I^.-ititute  ai  >, bartered accountants  issues notes 
on  accountancy  pr:icM~o   r>-,^ M T:,    ,. ,   , < „.,, _   fo ,.;hlch  all   accountants 

ana auditors,   perforce  adhere.        in i le  accountancy remains an art, 
the interpretation of company accounts does not differ markedly 
between  accountants. 

The  accounts of all companies must be  audited each year by  a 
'qualified'   or  'recognised'   accountant.       Auditors  are engaged by the 
directora of companies,  but report to the shareholders!       Their 
remuneration is agreed by the shareholders of companies  at their 
annual  general meeting.       Audited accounts are unquestioningly 
accepted by both parties  to a merger or acquisition. 

When a public company acquires another public company,   the basis 
for financial  facts  is  taken on the  face value of the audited and 
published accounts.       When a public company acquires a private 
company  it is usual to send in a firm of reporting accountants to 
verify the  assets,  etc. ,  of the private company.       This  is a 
precaution because the owner of a private company can change the 
disposition of his assets  in a firm since the publication of his 
last accounts;     after all,  he is  responsible only to himself,  and 
this is why reporting accountants would prepare a report for the 
prospective buyer of  the   :,.:r7.       There are no accounting obstacles 
of any kind in the way of merger  in the unite* Kingdom. 

(f)    ftntl-raonopoly legislation: 

The Monopolies and Merger* Act,   1965,   is  the first specific roerfer 
legislation  introduced in the United Kingdom,  though legislation on 
monopoly goes back to an act in 1948;     it is a liberal  law,  and only 
under two specific conditions can,   If the Department of Trade and 
Industry think  fit,   a merger can be  referred to the Monopolies 
Commission.       Thus,   an  inquiry can  be ordered by the Commission if 
the proposed merger will bring about a market share of over 33* per 
cent of the combined companies,  or if  the value of the assets of 
the  company  to be bid  for exceeds five million pounds. 

Since the passing of  the  1965 Act,   the  «ork of the Monopolies 
Commission  has expanded m  the  four years,   1965-1968,   the 
number of merqers considered by the  Board of Trade  totalled 318 
(plus   49  mergers uroposecî   ir-  the   field«?  of n»-.o«a» ^      ^     , * ^ -j-t-xus  oí ne*3papers,   banking and 

i./e 
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building societies)   involving gros*  asseta oí 
interesting  to neto  that   fi i 
were horizontal!    (•»•) 

£m3.858.   it is 
per cent, nï   the mergers considered 

(g)  Ownership of industry: 

in 1971, some 16,680 puolic companies were registered (Table 9) and 

nearly 9,000 companie.' shares were traded on the Stock Exchanges, 

<T*ble 8) as at March 1972.  The number of private companies, 

also for 1971, totalled 560,551.  The number of new company 
registrations during 1971 rose to 39,287. 

Probably just over half of United Kingdom industry is privately 

owned,  and about half of the private sector is owned by institutions 
and the other half by individual shareholders. (2) 

III qggaflKJtJLntgrv^ industrial reorganisation 
and mergers. 

<•>  SJHEi^jLjL^tructure of Industrio identify reorganicen »aQ,. 

Numerous studies have been carried out by the United Kingdom 

government scrutinising industrial performance, or Inquiring into the 

anatomy of industry.  These included the Working Party Reports, 

issued after the second world war, in the late 1940s, the reports of 

the Board of Trade, National Economic Development Office, the 

Ministry of Technology, and now the Department of Trade and Industry 

these have all examined sector« of industry, out, even if the need 

for reorganisation was recognised, tlu, reports were not specifically 

prepared with this view in mind.  ftathor more formal studies focus- 

ing on mergers were carried out by the Industrial Reorganisation 

Corporation, but none of these were actually published;  they were 

working papers examining the structure of industry from the vantage 
point of reorganisation. 

(b) H«lP to start merger negotiation -roc, 

A bolder policy of government assisting in the negotiations for 

merger* was initiated with the setting up of the IRC by the Labour 

Government in 1966.  The îRC was established «for the purpose of 

promoting industrial efficiency and profitability and assisting the 

economy of the United Kingdom ... to promote or assist the 

reorganisation or development of any industry: or, if requested, to 

,l) ifÊïëri a Taid° to Board of TlHáe  Poetice, HMSO, London, 1969 Tables 1 and 2, pps. 25, 26. 

(2)  Estimates by the writer. 
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do so ... establish or develop or promote or assist the establishment 

or development oí' any industrial >;.nun:'tnnt." '•••' 

Mergers and acquisi t.io¡.¿ were encouraged, e.g. to support better 

quality man a go ment., mote efficient resoarch, speedier development, 

better market-im? and che .me  of up-to-date ni./mt for achieving 

longer pre Suction rum;.  The /hite faper on he IRC pointed out 

that "there was no organisation who&c special function is to search 

for opportunities to promote rationalisation schemes which would 

yield substantial benefits to the national economy.  Merchant banks 

and issuing houses carry through a great many mergers every year, 

but they can, in general, only act at their clients* request." (2) 

Because official blessing had been bestowed on mergers and 

acquisitions, and because government support was an objecti/o by 

those wanting to carry out ambitious mergers, businessmen in large 

numbers approached the Corporation for its views and for advice. 

The IRC has achieved some of: the founders' objectives in stimulating 

thinking abour reorganisation of industry;  it has used its undouoted^ 

influence to effect numerous sensible new combinations in industry  ] 

and it has contributed to the rationalisation of several industries -j 

in special steels, process plant, materials handlang and construction] 

equipment, hydraulics components and instrumentation - just to      ] 

mention some.   undoubtedly, the moat far reaching industrial 

reconstruction supported by the IRC was in the electrical manufactur- 

ing industry, and in the ballbearing industry - in the case of the 

latter, the suircnary of a case study is published in the Appendix. 

(c)  Financial aid for mero'ei.-. - IRC: 

In the IRC the government has found the means to encourage 

industrial mergers meriting its support.  All mergers are, in 

effect, acquisitions, with very few exceptions, and all acquisitions 

require financing.  The scale of many mergers approved or initiated 

by the IRC were such that funds had to be found from the public purse 

to carry them through.  Parliament voted EmtSO for the IRC to 

support mergers when appropriate and by March 31st, 1970, its last 

year of operation, the Corporation invested £m80.5, some Em22.6 in 

equities. 

It is in respect of how to spend the money put at the IRC s disposal 

that controversy arose about the role o£ the Corporation, and this 

(1) Indus trial Reorgan i s a tion Act, 1966, Section 2 (1) 
HMSO r London" 1966     " : L~£- 

(2) Industrial Réorganisât Urn Corporation, Crrnd. 2839 HMSO 
London, 2 066. 



debate possibly   led  to   its  .lemiae,   under   the  -on.ervativ,-   qovernnunt 
in  1971.       Advancing   loans   to  ¿prr.v-ìJ  n*-y.-.i r»  vat:  one-   thtisg, 
investing  money by  baying  int. rompanl«s  vi„  vac   -stock  marker  was 
another.       After  .11.   by   Peking   it,   iaA^nt  wuh  money,   the   IRC 
became  both   juti-.-e   ¿¡..i,.î   jury   ¿n   :-•ai.>¿v..-t    , o v'»a -í.'iq   in   oonptini.es.     in 
any case,   i-h *  «bUaty  to buy  into ordir, „ry sivn,,* wa«  not generally 
approved by  the busme:?r.: o*   bank ina cotmunity. 

fd^    Other institutional h«lp! 

Apart  Crorr. the  IRC,   government» can aV.;dys  find both  the funde  and 
the excuses  to  finance  »coristi urti on  in  industry.      The 

reorganisation or the aircraft  industry  and the pressure for meraers 
through th* Shipbuilding  Industry Board are only two example of 
Government  finding the necessary  funds  for supporting merger* in 
importar t strategic industries. 

<#)    £g&&iaì£^aJÌ2£-JH^l^^ Actf   1972. 
Though the Consarvative Government abolished the IRC in 1971,   in the 
following year it. took powers to provide gel active financial 
assistance  to industry in Part II  of the Industry Act,   1972, which 
became operative on August 9th.       Those powers ate designed not only 
to expand and safeguard employment in the assisted areas, but also 
to strengthen British industry generally.       The purposes for which 

assistance can be given include developing and modernising industry, 
promoting efficiency,  ensuring orderly contraction,  encouraging 

growth and promoting the reconstruction,   reorganisation or conversion 
of an  industry or company.       it  is  therefore posible  that in certain 
circumstances  assistance under the Industry Act will be given to 
facilitate mergers. 

Financial assistane« to industry is widely drawn - and includes 

investment by acquisition of loan or share capital in any company, or 
extending guarantees,  or providing loans or grants.    However,  no 
shares in a company car. be acquired without  the consent of the 
company,  and, except in the assis ted areas,  not more than half of the 
equity capital can be  acquired by the Government.     There are also 
various other constraints on the acquisition and retention of equity 
capital.       These limitations,   as  such,  did not apply  in the case of 
the IRC. 

1V    paeons  to be drawn   from the  Unltud  Kingdom's experience : 

In most branches of manufacturing  and service industries,  varying 
degrees of  concentration have been accomplished since  the fécond 
world war.       The  rate of concentration has accelerated since  the 
early  1960îJ. 
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An  increasing and  completely  up-to-d.ite example of how,   in  a decade, 
one section of industry •.••an   increase  its   concentration can be gauged 

from a  simple  calculation  in Table  10 which  portrays changes   in an 
important  sector  of  the electrical   industry  -   appliances.     This  table 
shows   that,   in  some  caaes,   the  number of   suppliers  has  been   reduced 
and so has  the number  of prode  ts made by   the   ?     in  some  appliances 
only one of  the  variables has declined,   and,   in others,   either or both 
have increased.     The ratio of concentration success  is expressed in a 
declining average  number of each appliance  supplied by all  its makers. 
In over  40 per cent o* the  appliances examined   (14 out of a valid 
comparison of 33;   a higher degree of  concentration existed in  1961 

than in  1951. 

(a) Desire for growth : 

Some enterprises have had to grow bigger  to survive - atomic energy, 
motor manufacture,  heavy electrical machinery makers,  to mention some 
of the most obvious.     An increase in size   is also sought to provide 
an enhanced ability for the  large corporations to supply a 
comprehensive range uf products  and services.     It is suggested that 
there are optimal sizes for most enterpriser. (D 
(b) Larger » better? 

Large companies can become more efficient by becoming larger,  but they; 
dio not necessarily become more profitable.     Unless the industrial 
organisation is consciously and keenly geared to profits,   the results 
of greater efficiency by an increase  in scale may be dissipated,    the 
difficulties of examining a sc pent of an  ina s try over a period to 
monitor the benefits of concentration are well-nigh impossible.    What 
ir possible is the measurement of performance of a significant 
individual firm in relation to its industry.     Such a firm is,   for 
example,  the General Electric-English Electric Company,  whose four 
stages of development -  (1)   as an individual company in 1967-68, 
(11)  when the GSC merged with AEI in  1968-69,   (iii)   when GEC 4 Mil 
merged with EE in 1969-70 - and  (iv)   the combined efforts of the 
merged companies in 1971-72 - in terms of pre-tax profits,  turnover, 
net assets and earnings per share, are well documented in Table 11. 

(e)    Qovirnment intervention effective* 

As rationalisation and concentration by private enterprise, with 
government support of particular cases,   has been broadly successful, 
stronger government policies are not needed in the United Kingdom; 
partially to replace the IRC,  the government has instituted new 
measures in the  Industry Act. 

(l)    The Economies of Large Scale Production in British Industry 
An introductory study by C.   Pratten and  R.M.  Dean in collaboration 
with A.   Silberston,  Department of Applied Economics.    Cambridge 
University Press,   1965,  pps.   99-105. 
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A B 

NUMBERS  OF  MERGERS  AND CLASSIFICAT ION   DI HTMBUTION   19 58- 1968 

Period Within Not vi t.hlr Total Total 
saine same mer* srs mergers 
classi fication class ' '• ' ' ';a 11 >n per annum 

number % number % number % number 

Jf^Vf^ÇTVHING  pfDOST m 

1958/60 109 66 56 34 165 lOO 55 
1961/63 101 66 52 34 153 lOO 51 
1964/65 57 61 37 39 94 100 47 
1966 22 46 26 54 48 lOO 48 
1967 36 59 25 41 61 100 61 
1966 43 54 

61 

36 

232 

46 

39 

79 100 

100 

79 

Total« 368 600 

Average 54 

DISTtî.   AND S8RVÎCIS 

1958/60 17 44 22 56 39 100 13 
1961/63 16 30 38 70 54 100 18 
1964/65 10 40 15 60 25 loo 12 
1966 5 28 13 72 18 100 18 
1967 2 14 12 86 14 lOO 14 
1968 8 38 13 62 21 100 21 

Totals 5« 

34 

113 

66 

171 

100 Average 16 

1958/60 126 62 78 38 204 lOO 68 
1961/63 117 56 90 U 207 100 69 
1964/65 67 56 52 u U9 lOO 59 
1966 27 40 39 60 66 100 66 
1967 38 SO 37 50 75 loo 75 
1968 51 51 

56 

49 49 

44 

100 

771 

100 

loo 

100 

Totals 426 345 

Average 70 

A Survey of Mergers 1958-1968 a paper prepared by the staff of the 
Monopolies Commission,   Department of Trade  and Industry. 
HMSO,  London  1970,   p. 6. 
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Appliance 

TABL E     10 

No. 
Supp] 

Of 
iera 

Blankets, pads 
and bedwarmers 
Soiling ring« 
Carpet Underlay« 
(heated) 
Clothes Dryers 
(heated) 
Clothes Dryers 
(spin) 
Clothes Dryers« 
Cabinets i Racks 
Coffee Grinders 
and Makers 
Cookers 
Dishwashers 
Dry Shavers 
Fans - Desk and 
Extractor 
Firelifhters 
Floor Polishers 
Food Preparation 
Machines (Mixers 
juicers etc.) 
Fryers 
Hairdryers 
Heaters - Wall, 
Portable, Wm, 
Skirting 
infra-red «rill» 
and Spita 
Irons 
Ironing Machines 
Kettles 
Plate Wannera 
Radiators - 

Waste Disposers 
•ea Makers 
Toasters 
Towel Bails 
Vacuum Cleaners 
Vacuum Cleaners  (Hand) 
Waffle Irons 
Wash Boilers 
Washing Machines 
Washing Machines i 
Driers  (combined) 
water Heaters 
(Instantaneous) 

37 
9 

X 

72 

48 
18 
5 

25 

119 

No. of Models 
available 

1971   1961  1971. 

Averacre No. of 
Modela per supplier 

147 
19 
X 

17 

1961 

242 
39 
€9 

$0 

508 H7 

1.9 

C.Ol 

1961 

5.0 
2.2 

13.8 

2.4 

11 li 28 22 2.4 1.4 

8 X 26 X 3. IS X 

23 
2? 
11 
10 

22 
If 
li 
18 

«0 
171 
60 
48 

44 
131 
20 
56 

2.9 
S.4 
3.01 
4.8 

2.0 
6.9 
1« 3 
3.1 

35 
I 
I 

II 
5 

11 

itf 
2 

11 

148 
S 

19 

3.91 
1.0 
2.2 

9.9 
1.0 
1.« 

If it 119 75 6.0 3.9 

3 
1? 

7 
IS 

9 
ft 

19 
28 

1.8 
3.9 

2.7 
1.7 

8.01 

8 15 34 39 4.2 3.1 21 22 •3 Bl 3.0 3.1 
5 • 9 9 1.6 1*3 19 23 7S 94 3.9 4.1 

11 IS 43 47 4.1 J t i 

27 9 200 92 7.3 M. 2 
27 29 115 152 4.4 5.3 10 10 30 17 3.0 1.7 
4 4 IS 11 i . 9 3.B 

15 11 24 14 1.6 2.8 
5 6 11 30 2.1 8.0 

14 23 56 69 4.0 3.0 
10 17 15 22 l.i 1.3 
4 4 5 4 1.25 1.0 
2 B 9 19 4. § 2.1 
5 21 10 70 2.0 • 3.3 

20 23 80 41 4.0 1.8 

7 6 46 10 6.5 1.7 

Compiled by the »»search Department, Chesham Amalgamation« A investment« í,ü» 
London. 
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APPENDIx 

Meryer example   1   - a  private  lnitiati ve 

M^í^^^rrol^j^r^r between two small private  c^nu,   <- 
the United Kingdom food Industry. 

The merger of these two companies was conceived under private 
auspices,  without any governmental support,  incentive or official 
assistance.     Because of the relative absence of major compactions 
of merging the two companies -  the owners were willing to merge 
providing a financial  formula acceptable to both was found - the 
incubation period wae only just over four months. 

Company  (A)  was manufacturing mainly  'summer food.', e.g.  salad 

«resting, mayonnaise and fruit soups?    the firm,  established in  1**0 
•»ployed 150 people, was  family owned and managed,  but had no family 
succession.      With a turnover of £m2 and profits before tax of 
1130,000,  the company was  reasonably profitable,  but not taming the 
kind of returns it might have earned under better management,  and 
profits had been eroding slowly. 

Company  <B)  was manufacturing a specialist range of  «winter food«' 
• .g.  Christmas hams and puddings,  and marketing specially packed 
hampers.      This company,  too, owner managed?    it employed 40 
people, with a rising turnover of 6700,000 and profits before tax 
of £70,000.      The fir» was established only three years earlier by 
a young man, who was expanding his business fast by a novel method 
of distribution.      Company   (A)  employed the customary method of    • 
distribution - via wholesalers and retailers. 

At the time of the merger the financial anatomy of the two 
we» as follows i 

«*.. « Valuation 
Turnover      Pre-tax     Net      Multiplier        of 
      P?e£R.. assets Companies 

Company   (A)   £2,000,000    £130,000 6*00,000     (4x) E520,000 
Company   (8)   £     700,000    £   70,000  £240,000     (5%x) £385,000 

Combined 

(A  ft B) £2,700,000    ê210,000  £840,000 £905,000 
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Company   (A)  was  the   larger of the   two,   and much   longer established. 
It had assets,   apparently  in excess  of  requirements;     its profits 
had diminished on a static turnover over a period of four years. 
Company   fP)  was owned  by   a young man who started business only 
three years Idiote  ¿.ht  i.,e*ytsr. 

Por the purposes of  uhu »uic^,   Company   (A)  was; valued at 4  times 
pre-tax profits,   and Company   (a)   Sh times pre-tax profits.       The 
reason  for valuing   (BJ   at premium was because of its rapid growth, 
good profit ratio to  turnover and in  relation to assets,  and  its 
young management. 

The merger gave improved asset backing to  (B)   in the combined 

company which will enable him to expand faster, e.g.  better credit, 
improved purchase terms;     new business energy was infused into   (A) 
since the young owner of   (B)  became chief executive of the combined 
companies. 

Some kind of checks and balances were,  however,  maintained between 
the owners of  (A)  and   (&).  since   (A)  owned 57 per cent of the 
combined equity, while   (B)  only just 43. 

The merger immediately resulted tnr 

(a)     management succession at the top - hence the future 

of the firm and  its employees   reasonably safeguarded» 
better asset utilisation in relation to turnover; 
better range oí proUuct  oiiered to each firm's 
customer?; 

iaproved employment opportunities, since each company's 
salesmen could offer iho other company's foods to their 
customers; 

in  larger company no redundancy,  due to shrinking ttirnew 
and declining profits; 

added manufacturing facilities for company  (B)  «ince 

resources   (i.e.   machinery and plant)  wer© under-utilised 
in company  (A) ; 

small savings  initially,  but larger likely savings in the 
years to come  in  costs of administration -  for instance 
accountancy,   insurance,  banking charges,   and, 

material increase  in profits  in  flr,t complete year of 
merger. 

(b) 

(c) 

m 

(e) 

m 

<«> 

ih) 
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The owner of Company   (A)   had  a  laraer fihiire  of the  combine 
business,   and some provision  had had to be made  regarding  the 

future of the business after his retirement  or death.     According 
an agree-ent was  reiir.hed  that   the ^^ ^^   (for 

owner of   (B), should buy out  the chairman's   (forarli, owner of   <A„ 
share* by paying him at a rate of valuation  for the business at 
4  times the averace annual profits  in the  last three years.       This 
means that the chairman when naid out will  participate in the 
growth of the comolned comoanies. 

This merger was completed without any money being paid out - it 
was based on a share exchange.      The money to buy out the mniot 
partner  (chairman owning 57 per cent) will have to be found,  in 

due course.      By the time this eventuality occurs,  little difficulty 
1« expected to find the financial resources - because, 

(i)    either the company goes to the market, becowts a 

public company and the two owners can negotiate 
their shares freely on the Stock Exchange, 

ÍÜ)    ©r bridging finance can be found by the managing 
«tireetor» and subeegmently fund the debt. 
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APPENDI   X 

Meryer example  2 -  inspired by government 

Summary of statement by the Industrii   ^organisation Corporation 

on  the "ftite^lngdo^baj^ and roller bearing industry - explaining 
the reasons  for the  encouragement of a merger between three British 
ball bearing manufacturers  (1) 

Position of industryr 

It was decided that a detailed investigation of the ball bearing 
industry should be undertaken by IRC.      The industry la a large 

sector of engineering technology, making an essential input to major 
exporting sectors auch as the motor and aircraft  Industries;  compared 
with the industries  in Western Europe and North America,  the 
structure of the UK based industry appeared fragmented.      Hence,  the 
possibility of a merger between Ransome s Maries and The Skefko 
»«11 Bearing Company   (Skefko?  a subsidiary of SKF of Sweden)  as 
suggested could mean that there might shortly be no viable British 
owned company in the industry. 

The characteristic structure of the  industry in other advanced 
economies shows a very high degree  of concentration.      It was shown 
to the iRt that maximum economies could be g,uned by optimising the 
lengths of production runs, and by limiting the range of bearings 
to be produced.       it was against this background that IRC considered 
the situation in  the  UK industry and decided on a course of action. 

In  1*68 total m based production amounted to some E?0 million of 
which £15 million was exported.       imports accounted for til »UUon 
»«king total UK consumption of £66 million.      There were six mejor 

manufacturers,  three wholly owned subsidiaries of operating divisions 
of  foreign groups:     Skefko, British Timken  (Division of the Tlmken 
Roller Bearing Co.,   USA)  and Pafnir   (subsidiary of Textron Inc.,  USA). 
The three other major manufacturer« were UK controlled:    Ransome  • 
Maries, Hoffmann,   and Pollard.      The  si.^e of domestic consumption 

held by the three  UK owned companies was approximately 35 per cent 
and the rest is shared between the  other companies  and imports. 

<«    2¡^£2¿20Jtefioj^^ 
Corporation,   Londonf   197p. "   
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There was  an  identity ot  view  in  r}-»   indn-i-rv  i y •• ^     . '•....   .industry   t.hüt,   with  the 
possible exceptlcii of  t.apare.l  beanna      «w *.- 

* 0udnh<!/:'  Wt0r"  production  is  shared 
by  Skefko and Timken alone,   there WPlti *,-,-  « . '   cncrQ we^ too nwmy  companies  producing 
in sub-optlmun. manufacturing units  an ex^essv«   r m,„   «f > tA^soi.v8   range-  of beannq3 
xn   too snort  run..       The   fragme-nta^n  i«  the  inUu.trv was  on. 
major factor causing lew productivity,  which international 
comparions made clear.-     output per employee in  Europe averaged 
about £3,000 per annum compared with only   just over E2.00O per 
annum in  the  United Kingdom.       The performance of the UK industry 
has  reflected these  limitations.       i„ 1963  tne value of m expQrtg 

exceeded imports by 75 per cant,     by 1968 exports were only  36 per 
cent more than importa and the  UK had Increasingly heavy deficity 
in  the balance of trade with the advanced economie* of Weitern 
Europe and North America. 

Suggestions  for merger« 

IRC went deeply into the possibility of creating a strong British 
controlled element  in the industry out of the three British owned 
companies,  Ransome  * Maries,  Hoffmann,  and Pollard.      The three 
companies, with combined sales of over E3o million, offered 

considerable possibilities for rationalisation and development. 
TH« two largest companie* each manufactured between 7,000-13,000 
different types of bearings and a major proportion of all  three 
companies'  products overlaped. 

Rationalisation would make possible standardisation, of product in»., 
the concentration of production of the component parts - bail, 
rollers,  cages and races - and a reduction of stocks.      The resulting 
volume of saler. and economies of scale could be expected to generate 
a cash flow for new plant  and machinery,   for sustaining a strong 
development effort in advanced production engineering techniques 
and mounting an extensive overseas marketing effort.      Thus,  a strong 
British owned group would be formed,   and the position of Skefko, 
firmly established in the UK market, and with the backing of SKF's 
international operations particularly strong ir,  the tar iff-free EFTA 
market, would not be prejudiced.      The result would be a balanced 
industry ensuring effective  competition of benefit to producer and 
customer. 

The board of IRC decided,   accordingly  on September 27th,  1968,  to 
support the  formation of a British owned company comprising,   if 
possible,   the  three British owned bail bearing companies. 
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On  this  basin,   the cha.vrmer;   of the  thr*..-  british own«d   comoanies 
were   invited by  ÎRC on   NnvcÄr   lSth   t.,   part telate  in   an 

investigation by an Independent   firn   of   chartered  accountants  which 
would   -oil-ct   ónd analyse   firnnci ,i  intonation on   the   three 
companie*   as  the bari*   for   ri» d*>,ui*.i   .erq«  negotiations which 
would  takt    piare  later. 

By January   lj»6» progrès«   *.n   the discussions  with  the companies was 
slowing down and the board   oí IRC decided that réorganisation  could 
be achieved  to best affect   tìnd WJ th  least Unlay if it had itself a 
firm basis   from which  to negotiate.       Accordingly IRC made a  cash 
offer,   on  January 31st,   for   the ,h,rc«i   of  Brown Bay ley Ltd.,  which 
owned  60 per cent of the ordinary shares of Hoffmann.       A revised 
IRC bid,   reccTimenaed by  the  board of Brown  Bayley and its  financial 
advisers,   became unconditional on February 28th.       Immediately 
thereafter,   IRC invited Pollard to discuss  terms on which that 
busines* could be brought   xnko the proposed  three-company group. 
However,   since withdrawing   from the IRC  sponsored negotiations, 
Pollard had held negotiations with sk«i!ko and announced  on April Sth 
that terms  had been agreed   for sk«fko  to  take a 1.5.6 per  cent 
interest in Pollard by subscribing for new shares at a price 
considerably above the  th*»n   i-ari-^f  «H,.,        -n.- J   «wwv<3  .„«J   ui-n   i»dn.et price.       The «rangement was 
also to provide  for an exchange of directors  and of  technical 
developments in design,   marvif*rf,,^,T ,nd engineering research. 

At this point in  r, lona  and   rv-pie* negotiate on, Ransome   * Marie» and 
IRC  (i.e.   Hoffmann) had  to decidi: whether to settle  for a two-way 
grouping or to proceed with   an e if er to  the  shareholders  of Pollard 
for all  their shares,        IRC  was particularly  influenced by the 
judgement  of the board of  Ransome  * Marias  as  the focal point in the 
reorganisation.       Both  Ransome » Maries   and  the management of 
Hoffmann considered that  there wore important industrial  and 
commercial   arguants in   favour of including  Pollard in the group 
The decisive  considerations  wer, that  Pollard's outnut was  strongly 
concentrated on the standard   range of bearings whore the  economies 
of volar.* production were  particularly   aopllcible.   that  Pollard had 
useful   additional   market   aurleM  in  *-h>.   n«   ,« -    . -i--**....-.  m tnfc   UK ano aoroad,   and that 
with Pollard  the  »rHLsh s:cup wo-<u  - i-..-    -, „,. u  ^    t. J       F *c-*" '"-*^-   J market 3hare  enabling 
it to  s*anJ   up to ra^nvi   toreign b,s,d   competitors. 

Accordingly,   IRC wave  tuli   support   ,.,  ,WSüra,?  * Maries'   offer  for 

Pollard.     A   fiCJt  onor   W   ann-ono-c  on   Mail   Joth.   then   a revised 



offer  for Pollard .mei   this w«<:  Subwm.rrn 
_  ,.      ^ , -ubsequen-.ly  recommended  by the 
Pollard board on May  21st TN-»   HM,H 

achieved. "^'^ grou"in* h*d  **u» "*»" 

IRC  is  conscious   that  the successful   CY^ I ..,..,,,W  ,«-*,. 
does   not     i«  i*.   ,*  lesion of this  negotiation 
aoes   not,   in itself,   create  a viable  conn*r.M *i   ,«*•  *     , CWJ-t-  c.M.unercial «ntorprist?.       IRC 
is a major  shareholder in the new group and  m^.    . u « J UUP tino intends to see that fch» 
fund.  It hat made available arp turned (••,„, 
me 4. „,„.      j - s od •ccuunt-      A» before, 
nlrlLT,    ° CCnSider P'«1^^«°" "V SKK or another l.r,e 

international ball beting company m  tta enlarged group on 

TJl      ml , TS3ary con3cnts b81"9 obtatned '«- «» »°«a of 
2T¡- L " t0 PrM°0tC JOint t»*«**i«l "atures on ter*, 
that  en be ..en to be beneficial to the partie, concern««!. 






